
We have been brewing something behind the

scenes, can you guess what it is? 
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Guess what?

 

 

Tech Spotlight

You may be wondering how Mojo Soup handles its business across the myriad

of Microsoft applications…well this month we will provide some insights on

how we get the best use out of some applications with a hope we can pass on

some value to you, our valued Customers.

1. Comms

1. We have embraced Teams like most businesses out there, and over

time, it has become more and more efficient and feature rich. We have

some cool automation to create Teams channels to help us manage

projects and centralise comms with Customers, but we also manage our

internal comms, files, and most importantly 'Praise' within Teams.

2. And because we have some Brilliant Minds at Mojo Soup, we have

some pretty cool custom features and automations in Teams to help us

identify our Mojo Soupian locations day to day, book our shared car

park, or even place votes on Dad Jokes.

3. Of course we use outlook for emails, and have 'Bookings' included in

our email signature to support external users and Customers finding

available times with us to book in meetings - give it a try!

2. Projects

1. As a Microsoft Partner, we really do use the same tools we provide to

Customers when it comes to Project Management. We transitioned from

Project Online to Project for the Web and Project Power App about 18

months ago.

2. We manage our schedules, contracts, risks, issues, decisions, and

change all within the Project environment. We also produce status

reports for Customers and manage our own internal Portfolio

Governance from within the Project Power App.

3. Azure DevOps has been our core technical delivery application for

some time now, providing both our technical team and customers

access to develop user stories, tasks, and user acceptance criteria

across sprints and releases.

4. We tie all of the above together with Power BI reports to provide insights

to our team's capacity and utilisation across different demand streams

(internal and external) as well as to help us review our performance

across specific business goals and KPIs.

5. We also use some pretty cool tools like 'Mural' to facilitate workshops,

retrospectives, and meetings that require multiple inputs, 'Balsamiq' to

develop wireframes, and 'Canva' for our more creative team members

to produce beautiful presentations and materials.

3. Commercially

1. You might be surprised to hear we don't use Microsoft products

exclusively, but it is true, we do step out of the box occasionally…we

use Capsule CRM to manage our opportunities, Xero to manage our

accounts, and Harvest to track our time.

If you would like to learn more about any of the solutions mentioned above,

reach out to one of our team members for advice or a short demo; we love

passing on knowledge and tech tips! 

 

Soupian Du Jour

Madison has recently joined us as our M365 Consultant, bringing her expertise

to the table.

What's your greatest passion outside of work?

Food, Travel, Fitness.

What is something we need to know about you?

I will always be eager to learn or be challenged and when I'm not at work I am

working out in a gym to clear my mind and stay healthy.

Who is your hero?

Tia-Clair Toomey is an Australian weightlifter and CrossFit Games athlete who

has won gold at the Commonwealth Games and six consecutive titles at the

CrossFit Games (the most title wins in the history of the sport).

Connect with Madison

 

In Case You Missed It

Our Blogs

 

How Trustworthy is Your Data?

Using untrustworthy data can lead to incorrect insights,

misleading analysis, and reckless recommendations

that can harm your business. As concepts, they work

hand in hand to ensure that your data is of the highest

quality, accuracy, and dependability.

 Read more here 

 

Get Your Schedule In Order: How to Make

the Most of Outlook’s New Meeting

Features

Microsoft Outlook, the powerhouse of email, offers

a plethora of impressive features to help you

streamline your emails, tasks, and schedules. 

 Read more here 

 

What You Need to Know about Digital

Transformation with Mojo Soup

Digital transformation represents an extraordinary

and groundbreaking process that goes far beyond

simply integrating technology. It’s a profound

journey that involves reshaping organisations and

driving business performance to new heights

through strategic digital investments. 

 Read more here 

 

Did you enjoy our email?

Because we hope you do!
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